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Competency Questions
●
●
●
●

Constructing ontologies is difficult for beginners
Users and developers frequently fail to comprehend important implications
of the information contained in the ontology
These challenges have led to the notion of a Competency Question (CQ): a
question that the finished ontology should be able to answer.
For example, a CQ for a restaurant domain might ask: "What is the price of
asparagus soup?".

CQ-Driven Ontology Authoring
Recently a number of authors have proposed that CQs should become part of the
authoring interface.
One approach, which comes to terms with a particularly wide range of CQs, was
Ren et al.'s , who proposed CQ-driven Ontology Authoring (CQOA).
An authoring interface checks continually, during authoring, which of the CQs are
answered by the ontology.

"Correctly" handling a CQ
We draw on a key concept in linguistics: presupposition
A presupposition is a proposition whose truth is a precondition to assessing
truth: if the presupposition does not hold, the sentence is neither true nor false.
For example, the question "What is the price of the cutlery?", when asked in a
restaurant, presupposes that cutlery is on sale in that restaurant: if it is not,
then the question cannot be answered.

From CQs to Authoring Tests
"Which pizzas contain chocolate"
Positive Presupposition: Pizza П ∃contains.Choc is satisfiable
Complement Presupposition: Pizza П ∀contains.¬Choc is satisfiable
Ren et al mapped the types of CQ that authors tend to ask and defined
archetypes.
Authoring tests can be generated for each archetype
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Research Question
Is the interpretation of CQs embodied in the mapping from
presuppositions to ATs is in accordance with the user's
understanding?

Experiments
2 Experimental designs
One used an English Representation of Ontology, CQs and ATs
The other used DL syntax from the same ontology

Costabucks is a hot drinks company. They are creating a robot that can answer questions
from customers about the hot drinks that they sell. The robot's programmers have to tell the
robot some facts about hot drinks so that it understands enough to answer the questions. To
do this, the robot's designers give the robot “rules” about the world.
Once all of the Customer Questions (CQs) can be answered by the robot, its knowledge of the
coffee menu is considered complete, and it can be used in the shop.
The programmers are using a special programming tool which allows them to add possible
customer questions to its interface, and the tool can inform them when the questions are
able to be answered by the current set of rules. To do this, the tool breaks down the
questions into several smaller authoring tests, which all must be passed in order for the
question to be judged as answerable. The authoring tests are automatically generated by
the tool, based on what the customer question is.

Our “Hot Drinks” Ontology

Participants

Study 1 (English): 54 participants, 54% male. Recruited through crowd-sourcing
on Mechanical Turk. Lay audience.
Study 2 (DL). 15 participants, 86% male. Recruited through 12th Reasoning Web
Summer School, Aberdeen. Beginner and intermediate DL practitioners (40%
beginner, 14% intermediate).
Study 3 (DL). 67 participants, 42% female. Recruited at CCKS2016 conference,
China. Beginner and intermediate DL practitioners.

Variables
Independent variable:
Type of Authoring Test

Dependent variable:
Relevance: whether a
participant judged an AT
to be relevant to a given
CQ or not.

Type

DL

English

Occurrence
(concept)

CoffeeDrink should occur in
the ontology

A coffee drink
should be defined

Occurrence
(property)

hasContent should occur in
the ontology

It must be possible
for something to
contain something

Relation
Satisfiability

CoffeeDrink П
∃hasContent.Caffeine should
be satisfiable in the ontology

It must be possible
for a coffee drink
to contain caffeine

Relation
Satisfiability
(complement)

CoffeeDrink П

It must be possible
for a coffee drink
to not contain tea
leaves

∀hasContent.(¬TeaLeaf)
should be satisfiable in the
ontology

Hypotheses
H1: Occurrence ATs are agreed with more often than disagreed with.
H2: satisfiability ATs that focus on a concept mentioned in a CQ are agreed
with more often than disagreed with.
H3: satisfiability ATs that focus on the complement of a concept mentioned in
a CQ are agreed with more often than disagreed with.
H4: satisfiability ATs that focus on a concept mentioned in a CQ are agreed
with more often than satisfiability ATs that focus on the complement of a
concept mentioned in a CQ.

Procedure

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Demographics captured
Participants read scenario
Participants were shown the ontology
Participants were shown ATs, with symbols to show whether the test
passed or not
Shown 7 CQs, one by one.
Participants were asked to mark which ATs were relevant for each CQ
Participants could give comments if they wished
Participants were asked whether they agreed with the answerability
judgement of the CQ

Results - Study 1
H1, H2 and H3 are confirmed with a significant majority of participants
agreeing with the generated authoring tests. H4 is not supported

Results - Study 2
H1, H2 and H3 confirmed. However, at a 66% filler threshold, H3 is not
supported, with only a small majority of ‘satisfiability of complement of
concept’ ATs being marked as relevant. Once again, H4 is not supported.

Results - Study 3
H1 and H2 confirmed. There is no support for H3: For the filler thresholds of
50% and 66% (representing the DL-logically more capable participants),
significant majorities marked these ATs as non-relevant. H4 is supported.

Summary
We have found that occurrence ATs are almost universally agreed with
We also found broad agreement that the key concept involved in a Selection
Question must be satisfiable.
However, when dealing with the complement of such a concept, participants in
study 3 did not agree that this had to satisfiable.

Discussion
Post hoc testing shows that the more proficient DL practitioners are, the less
they mark the complement of relation satisfiability as relevant (see paper)
Nevertheless, we have evidence that our mapping from CQs to ATs is on the
right track
Further experimentation needed to investigate the findings of study 3, and
measure the effectiveness of CQOA vs standard ontology authoring.

